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Introduction
Errors that occur during the diagnostic process can lead to missed or wrong diagnoses and can harm
patients. Most patients will experience diagnostic errors in their lifetime.1 Many diagnostic errors result from
clinicians inadequately synthesizing clinical information,2 such as weighing evidence and assigning proper
probabilities to potential diagnoses.
Medical diagnosis is fundamentally based on probability.3 Thus, more accurate execution of probabilitybased diagnosis is needed to reduce diagnostic errors related to poor information synthesis. For example,
a negative stress ECG test in a patient at high risk for cardiac ischemia may be misinterpreted by someone
with poor understanding of probability as definitive for the absence of disease, whereas it more often
represents a false-negative. The result is a missed diagnosis and missed opportunity for early intervention.
Understanding probability and managing related uncertainty are vital for making accurate, timely diagnoses.
Although central to clinical practice, these topics are not emphasized as critical skills or typically included in
medical education curricula.4,5 Despite longstanding public discussion around the need to improve diagnosis,
probabilistic reasoning has not been emphasized as a core competency.6 Better development and
dissemination of evidence-based methods for training on probabilistic thinking could improve diagnostic
accuracy and reduce errors.
This issue brief presents a framework that outlines the diagnostic process and highlights the role of
probabilistic understanding at each step. The framework lays out the information needed throughout the
diagnostic process to help clinicians make accurate probability assessments. It also proposes innovative
methods to train on probabilistic reasoning skills for improving diagnostic decision making.

Fundamental Concepts for Understanding Probability
Embracing Uncertainty
“Uncertainty pervades the diagnostic process”7 in the form of inherently imprecise estimates of probability,
limits of scientific knowledge, and incomplete individual clinician knowledge.8 But even with the most
accurate probability estimates, high-quality evidence to inform decision making, and optimal clinician
knowledge, the diagnostic process will always involve some uncertainty.
Few clinical decisions are made in the context of complete certainty. Beginning with the conceptualization
of the diagnostic process created by the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, we
further mapped the process of diagnosis as it relates to probability.1
As illustrated in Figure 1, which depicts the framework we developed, every step of the process of diagnosis
incorporates understanding of probabilities that are between 0 and 100 percent, with some uncertainty
always present. For example, a patient presenting with acute cough, fever, and shortness of breath who has
nonspecific findings on chest x ray is far from certain to have pneumonia, but treatment with antibiotics is
likely appropriate. In the figure, steps in the diagnostic pathway are displayed in the boxes at the top and key
points for understanding probability are shown in the boxes below.
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Figure 1. Importance of probabilistic understanding in the diagnostic process
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Source: Based on Stern SDC, Cifu AS, Altkorn D. Symptom to Diagnosis: An Evidence-Based Guide, Third Edition. New York, NY:
McGraw-Hill; 2015. Chapter 1: Diagnostic Process.
https://accessmedicine.mhmedical.com/content.aspx?bookid=1088&sectionid=61696411.

The concept of uncertainty often provokes anxiety in clinicians, who may misconstrue it as a reflection
of individual flaws, but uncertainty must be embraced to optimize diagnostic excellence. Clinicians who
believe there is little uncertainty in medicine tend to overtest and overtreat patients.9,10 Engaging with
patients to explain and ideally quantify uncertainty can increase understanding, confidence, and accuracy of
the diagnostic process.
Probabilistic reasoning that manages the inevitable uncertainty, including adjusting chance of disease
and updating degree of uncertainty with new information during clinical care in an explicit fashion, may
improve diagnosis. When diagnoses are expressed as possible and uncertainty is recognized, the chance of
misdiagnosis and premature closure (failing to consider reasonable alternatives after an initial diagnostic
impression) is reduced.11
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Understanding the Importance of Language
Clear language reflects organized thinking. Use of nonspecific words can bias and confuse conversations
around probability and muddy the diagnostic process. Simple language includes discussing chance or
probability of disease or diseases, with numerical quantification.
For example, an 80-year-old man with hypertension and lower extremity edema who is worried about heart
failure asks his primary care provider for a brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) test. The clinician might explain
the low likelihood of heart failure, the impact of results of a BNP test, and the rationale for not performing
the test by stating, “Someone like you has about a 2 percent chance of having heart failure. If we do a BNP
test and it’s abnormal, that chance of heart failure would rise to about 8 percent.”
A focus on quantifying probability numerically is important given the inconsistency in interpretation
of vague phrases such as “likely,” “probably,” and “maybe,” which have been shown to mean different
things to different people.12 Adding to the imprecision, the medical community often further confounds
understanding by relying on pseudo-probabilistic aphorisms such as “low threshold” and “diagnosis of
exclusion.”13
Biased language can influence clinical thinking and reasoning. For example, the outcome of medical
decisions is often incorrectly phrased in terms of “risks” and “benefits” vs. the more neutral, transparent, and
quantifiable comparison of “chance of harm” and “chance of benefit.”14

Probability and the Diagnostic Pathway
Figure 1 depicts the steps in the diagnostic pathway and describes the probabilistic skills and information
needed for each step. It shows the centrality of probabilistic understanding to making diagnoses at each of
the following steps:
■

Step 1: Chief complaint and initial differential diagnosis. The diagnostic pathway begins with
a chief complaint from a patient. The clinician creates an initial differential diagnosis based on
knowledge of disease incidence in the population of interest (i.e., the population the patient is from).
This estimate serves as the initial “pretest probability.”

■

Step 2: Adjustment based on history and physical exam. The clinician performs a history and
physical examination, each element of which informs adjustment of the probabilities of diseases in the
differential diagnosis, ending in a patient-specific differential diagnosis. This step requires knowledge
of the impact of each history and physical exam finding on probability (e.g., test accuracy), expressed
as sensitivity and specificity or likelihood ratios.

■

Step 3: Selection of diagnostic tests. The clinician then decides to perform a particular diagnostic test
(or set of tests) to explore likely diagnoses. The chosen tests may relate to the most likely diagnosis
or the most concerning diagnosis, depending on the clinical scenario. Deciding to order a test requires
understanding of the probability that the patient may benefit or be harmed by getting the test.
While many clinicians do not frame diagnostic testing in terms of patient benefit and harms, tests,
like all other health services, will either help patients or harm them. For example, a test may identify
a diagnosis for which treatment improves outcomes or it may expose a patient to toxic substances,
inconvenience, or unnecessary care for which harms outweigh benefits. These benefits and harms vary
widely in magnitude.
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■

Step 4: Test interpretation. Once a test is performed, the clinician must interpret the results in the
context of the pretest probability to arrive at a posttest probability. This step requires understanding
Bayes Theorem, which integrates measures of test accuracy into the pretest probability and requires
rejecting the notion that test results are definitive.15
While explicit calculations using Bayes Theorem may not be feasible during clinical practice,
conceptual understanding of Bayes Theorem informs clinical thinking. For example, a 40-year-old
woman with no cardiac risk factors and nonspecific chest pain has an abnormal exercise stress test.
She remains unlikely to have coronary artery disease, because her pretest probability was so low. If
multiple tests are done, the results of each should be considered when calculating the ultimate posttest
probability.

■

Step 5: Final diagnosis or further testing. Finally, the clinician must decide when diagnostic closure
is achieved to complete the diagnostic phase. This step involves determining whether a diagnosis is
established, i.e., considering whether the posttest probability is high enough (or the uncertainty is
low enough) to begin management. The disease probability at which that threshold is crossed (the
“treatment threshold”) will vary based on characteristics of the disease and its treatment, as well as
clinician and patient risk tolerance.16 If the likelihood of disease is lower than the threshold, further
testing may be appropriate.

Correct diagnosis, then, relies on accurate estimates of pretest probability and understanding the influence
of positive and negative tests on that probability. However, clinicians generally overestimate the chance
a patient has disease under consideration, both before and after testing.17 This tendency likely leads to
misdiagnosis of conditions from false-positive test results and subsequent missed diagnoses that are truly
causing symptoms, with potential for patient harm.

Reasons To Refocus Training on Probability
While the need to weigh probabilities is widely accepted as foundational to the diagnostic process and
medical students may receive instruction in test accuracy, clinically integrated training in probabilistic
diagnostic reasoning is lacking.18 Learning about probability has mostly been limited to memorizing
definitions of sensitivity and specificity and calculating them from studies of test accuracy using 2X2 tables.
Errors in estimating probability of disease may arise from this approach19 as mathematical calculations
are difficult to apply to clinical medicine.20 Indeed, most teaching about test interpretation and probability
happens in the preclinical years of medical school, suggesting that it is separate from the approach to testing
used in daily clinical practice.
Further, in clinical practice, most medical decisions are made rapidly and intuitively,21 so it is critical for
clinicians to make accurate “gestalt” estimates of pretest probabilities of common disorders and intuitively
adjust pretest probabilities based on test results.22 These estimates must be updated with each subsequent
test. At the same time, for less common presenting complaints or syndromes, for which clinicians have little
intuition, they must use quantitative estimates to make decisions.
Currently, little evidence is available to inform approaches to teaching diagnostic reasoning and the most
common discussions of diagnosis for trainees occur in the context of generating differential diagnoses.23
These discussions do not emphasize probabilistic understanding. In fact, they may undermine intuitive
understanding of prevalence and probabilistic reasoning by rewarding learners for suggesting rare diseases
with extremely small likelihood.
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Methods To Teach and Inform Probability for Diagnostic
Decision Making
To appropriately incorporate probabilistic thinking into the diagnostic process, clinicians need to both have
ready access to the variety of critical quantitative data that is currently difficult to obtain and intuitively
understand probability. Figure 1 shows the probabilistic information needed at each step in the diagnostic
process and current needs to fill the gap.
■

At Step 1: Developing initial differential diagnosis: Provide easily accessible incidence data for
common diseases. When estimating an initial differential diagnosis based on the chief complaint,
clinicians need ready access to incidence data in the local community. This information may be
challenging to obtain but it is possible. For example, information about local rates of COVID-19 can be
easily accessed online (e.g., through the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s COVID Data
Tracker) and are useful to facilitate test interpretation.

■

At Step 2: Adjustment based on history and physical: Provide sensitivity and specificity of history
and physical examination data. When adjusting the initial differential based on elements of the history
and physical, clinicians need evidence of the sensitivity and specificity of clinical features and physical
examination findings, which are largely unavailable. In addition, they need to understand how to adjust
probability based on test results, whether those tests are physical examination maneuvers or blood or
imaging tests. Such information is difficult to find but exists most prominently in JAMA’s Rational
Clinical Examination series at https://jamanetwork.com/collections/6257/the-rational-clinicalexamination.

■

At Step 3: Selection of a diagnostic test: Provide information on probability of potential benefits and
harms of common tests in absolute terms that is readily available at the point of care. While few
clinicians currently conceptualize tests through a lens of benefits and harms, the approach to screening
tests is an illustrative exception. For example, using currently available decision aids, we can frame
decisions around PSA tests as a balance between potential benefits (e.g., reduction in prostate cancer
deaths or advanced disease) and harms (e.g., urinary incontinence and erectile dysfunction). Similar
logic could be applied to testing more generally with better access to information.

■

At Step 4: Test interpretation: Teach about test accuracy using natural frequency interpretation via
games or other novel methods. Perhaps most importantly, clinicians need better intuitive understanding
of probability. Teaching probability can be most effective when students are exposed to natural
frequency figures.24
Instead of tables with probability calculations, approaches can be grounded in patient populations. For
example, students may be asked to consider 100 identical patients, then divide them by the percentage
likely to have (representing pretest probability) or not have disease. The number of positive tests that
would occur in patients with disease and those without disease could be estimated based on incidence
and sensitivity and specificity, respectively.25 These estimates can be depicted using graphic images
showing grids or icons representing risks out of 100 or 1,000 people; such illustrations have been found
to work better than other depictions in those with less training.26
To our knowledge, these techniques have not been widely studied or adopted in medical training. In
addition, repeated practice with clear, actionable feedback is a classic and effective learning approach
that can help clinicians develop an intuitive sense of probability.27, 28
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■

At Step 5: Final diagnosis or further testing or consideration of other diagnoses: Acknowledge
uncertainty and teach methods for determining thresholds. Diagnostic error in clinical medicine exists
in part because of the inherent uncertainty that stems from the great diversity in patient symptoms and
findings and the lack of clarity around many diagnoses. Clinicians confronting this uncertainty seldom
receive feedback about the assumptions that underpin their diagnoses, which can reinforce faulty
reasoning.
Educators themselves may need instruction in managing uncertainty.29 Probability thresholds for
testing and treating may vary by individual and geographic region, but appropriate ranges can be
estimated based on survey studies.30 Probabilistic treatment thresholds should be included in all
clinical discussions of plans for diagnostic testing. This information can reinforce the importance of
probability and provide feedback that can fine-tune learners’ sense of appropriate thresholds for testing
or treatment in different contexts.

Novel delivery of classic learning approaches can serve as an effective method for teaching these skills.
For example, games with a primary educational goal, known as “serious games,” use repetitive, rapid
decision making with immediate feedback to train skills.31 They have been widely used to improve skill in
areas such as chess and gambling. More recently, these games have moved to medicine, where successful
applications have included patient care simulations in emergency surgical settings. Such games can be more
efficient than standard problem-based learning and may be superior for training intuitive skill (vs. improving
knowledge).32
Most games have focused on discrete lessons related to individual cases, with few trying to develop a
general skill. More recently, games have targeted heuristics to change thinking processes inherent in
clinical medicine, suggesting broad future application.33, 34 One such game resulted in durable improvement
in appropriate triage of trauma patients in an emergency department.33 Serious games have potential to
facilitate achievement of diagnostic excellence in medicine by motivating repetition and feedback and could
be used both during training and by practicing clinicians, ideally for continuing education credit.

Future Vision for Probabilistic Diagnostic Decisions
This framework illustrates how future clinicians can be equipped to make more accurate diagnoses and
reduce error through attention to probabilistic diagnosis. Once internalized, this approach is largely intuitive
and uses information provided at the point of care, and it would not add substantial time or cognitive load to
clinical encounters. Improving diagnostic accuracy will require better clinician skills and tools, including the
following achievable steps:
■

Focus on embracing uncertainty as a core educational principle.29,35 Medical school and other health
professional courses on pathophysiology and history and physical examination should acknowledge
and quantify the high degree of uncertainty embedded in all clinical care. Such acknowledgment could
be easily integrated into current medical school curricula. Curricula for other clinicians such as nurse
practitioners currently include very little content on probabilistic thinking and uncertainty; integration
in these settings will be critical but may require more substantial change.
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■

Emphasize quantifying probability throughout medical education. During clinical training, students
and residents should be asked to quantify the likelihood of different diagnoses, expressing it as a
probability or range of probabilities. This exercise will highlight the incidence of common diseases in
various populations, train intuition, and trigger discussions of determinants of those probabilities to
inform more formal probabilistic reasoning.

■

Enable clinician access to better data on disease incidence. This goal could partly be accomplished
by incorporating links to available data, such as the CDC COVID Data Tracker, into electronic health
records (EHRs). Ideally, the approach would use novel EHR-based tools that could refine estimates
using clinical characteristics (such as disease calculators on testingwisely.com). It would also require
development of better evidence on pretest probability based on epidemiologic studies that report both
disease incidence in the population and the nature and frequency of presentations in clinical settings.

■

Provide data about test performance at the point of care, ideally through integration with EHRs.
Various methods are available to structure such information delivery; doing so at the time of test
ordering would be optimal.

Ultimately, better clinician management of probability will lead to better management of patients and
fewer diagnostic errors. Clinicians must be better educated to accurately estimate disease probabilities in
the general population and in individual patients and to adjust those probabilities in response to test results.
Education must train probabilistic intuition, empower more deliberative probability adjustment, and provide
needed tools at the point of care. Through understanding probability, clinicians can improve the diagnostic
process and optimize patient safety.
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